A relation between collective motion and particle excitation in many fermion system is "investigated. A method to construct collective coordinates is presented. Preliminaryapplication to nuclear structure is done. Relations to other theory of collective motion are briefly discussed.
The nuclear shell model has been proved to be successful in explaining the structure of nuclei, and it seems to be a good approximation to describe the behaviour of the particle in the nucleus as moving freely under an average potentiaL Accumulated knowledges on the nuclear level scheme, electromagnetic moments of nuclei and so on, however, show that in some nuclei the degree of freedom called collective motion plays an important role.
Bohrl) derived the collective motion of nuclei through the quantization of the hydrodynamical equation of the nuclear matter treating the latter as a continuous medium. Afterwards many authors have investigated the method of derivation of the collective coordinates in various ways2). Some of them quantize the hydrodynamical equation without giving any justification to this procedure and others attempt to justify this procedure and to derive the laws of collective motions in a deductive way. Most of these, however, seem to us to have been performed without any connection with other models for nuclear structure. *) It is a difficult problem to clarify the origin of the collective motion. Though this can be argued qualitatively, it does not seem to have been solved satisfactorily. In this paper we do not have such an ambitious intention as to give an answer to this difficult question, but here we shall formulate a theory of collective type motion by constructing the latter from the particle motion. We hope it could give some clue to make clear the situation of the above problem.
The nature of the collective motion is an interesting topic in the dynamics of many particle system. \Ve have already known some collective coordinates:
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) generalized Bloch's theory of sound wave which propagates in an assembly of Fermi particles in the case of one-dimensional motion. Brueckner, Cell-Mann and Sawada 4 ) derived the mode of plasma oscillation of many electron system in an instructive way. The method proposed here is a simple reformulation of their theories to the case of rotationary symmetric system composed of mutually interacting Fermi particles.
Consider an assembly of Fermi particles of finite number. These particles are assumed to be influenced by a common average potential and interact with each other through two-body interactions. If the mutual interaction is absent, each particle occupies each individual level to the top of the Fermi surface. Hereafter we shall tentatively call this state "vacuum"; The excited states are described as those in which particles jump from the Fermi sea to states above the top of it.· This corresponds to the pure configuration in the shell model. Due to the mutual interaction, even at the ground state of the system, these excited states are mixed into the vacuum. In an excited state there appears a hole of a state a in the Fermi sea and a particle a' above the Fermi sea. The pair state (aa') has a definite frequency but it can be transmitted to other pair state due to the inter-particle interaction. Thus the situation looks like that of the coupled oscillators. The assembly of the coupled oscillators has normal modes of oscillation, and it may happen that the lowest frequency of the normal modes is far smaller than those of pair states. We may call this mode to be "collective" since in this modes oscillators couple with each other in phase. The state in which this mode is excited .corresponds to the mixture of the configurations of various single particle excitations with appropriate amplitudes.
If the total system is invariant under the space rotation, we can attribute the definite angular momentum to each individual state a. The pair state (aa') can have various values of angular momentum resulting from the vector addition of two angular momenta associated with the states a and a' respectively. We can, however, separate the pair state into different angular momentum states. The normal modes derived here, therefore, have definite angular momenta.
The inter-particle interaction gives rise to the interaction terms between pair .:md particles, those between pair and holes and those between particles, and so forth, besides those between two pairs. These terms broaden the levels of the above mentioned modes and give the higher order correction to them.
In other words, these normal modes are not independent of the particle motion in a strict sense. But if we do not consider the high excitation, the amplitudes of the states in which more than two pairs are simultaneously excited would be small and these interaction terms may be safely neglected. In this approximation we can solve the problem fairly accurately. Our approximation is considered to correspond to the case of weak ,coupling in Bohr's theory. The case in which the interaction between pair excitation and particle motion is strong probably corresponds to Bohr The pair formation operator is given by art,p* bet * by which a particle is excited from the state a under the Fermi surface into the state a' above it. To separate a definite angular momentum state from this pair state we define the operators The commutation relations of these operators are
The last two terms in this expression vanish when operated on vacuum. In the low excitation energy region the contribution from these terms would be small. This is just the case we are now considering. We may drop these terms in good approximation. A and A * satisfy, therefore, the commutation relations for Bose particles. If we call these Bose particles "excitons", A and A * are the annihilation and the creation operators of excitons. As can be easily verified, the exciton characterized by (L1\1) is in the definite angular momentum state L the z-component of which is M. We can define, in general, the operator ArM (aa') as 2J(-I)ma: (la: lrtf-ma: mrt?l LM)al1.'* aa: and Aul(aa') as the conjugate one of A£MCaa') where the operators al1. and a 11. * are the annihilation and the creation operator of the Fermi particle of a state irrespective of whether it is under or above the Fermi sea. The commutation relation of these A's is
The expectation value of this expression vanishes unless the states a and fi are occupied or the states a' and fi' are occupied, and when the states a, fi, a' and fit are all occupied the expectation value of (2.5') vanishes. In our approximation of low energy excitation only the combination (2.4) may have a physical meaning. The case in which the level a or a' is partly filled will be considered later. Now we shall investigate the motion of the excitons. The time variation of A and A * by free Hamiltonian 1-10 are
Note that this equation of motion holds exactly in the sense that this does not depend on the approximation made in the derivation of boson-like commutation rules of A's. We introduce the canonical variables q and i) in place of A and A* (2·7)
,--------
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.q and P satisfy the canonical commutation rules in the same approximation as that for A and A*
The equations of motion for q and P can be easily derived. We can construct a
Hamiltonian Xo in terms of q and p which determines the motion of excitons:
Xo represents the assembly of oscillators. Since Xo gives the same equations of motion of oscillators as those which Ho gives, H -Xo contains q and p no longer.
Next we consider the terms in HI' We pick up those terms which contain two a's and two b's. These terms represent the creation and the annihilation of two pairs and transmutation of pairs: 
(2·10)
The terms not written explicitly give the exchange interactions of pairs, interactions between pairs and particles and holes and the scattering terms of particles or holes.
vVe denote the first two lines of the right-hand side of (2 ·10) as Hr,.
We shall write V (aa', (3/1') more explicitly.
Deveioping the inter-particle potential V (xx') as 
Due to the factor (l~ l~" 00 I LO) the exciton with even angular momentum is constructed only by the pairs wi th l~ + l~f = even.
As we can choose the radial wave function a' a, 13'13) . Moreover 
(aa', j3fi') =dL(aa')dL(flfi') j'21:~-V(E~~=E~) V(E[;;=7E-;:) vL(aa', (913'), dL (aa') = jJ?I~t-t~i~~if)I(I~ l~, OOILO).

Putting
Xc==:oXo + l-Ic= ~Xc (LM)
Xc (LJ\;l) = ~ ~{lpLM(aa!) 12+ (E~/-Ect)2lqu.t(aa') 12} (2 ·13)
we have a familiar form of coupled oscillators.
We can diagonalize Xc according to the usual procedure. modes of these coupled oscillators can be found by taking the binations of q. Thus we put Namely, the normal suitable linear comwhere {c2(aa')} is an orthogonal matrix: ~ c~(aa') c~* (j3{J') =()ct,3 ()~lfH , n ~c1(aa')c2*(aa') = ()nm' Then (2.13) can be written as As stated in § 1, these normal modes may be called collective coordinates. § 3. Applications to nuclear matter
The following description is only qualitative since we do not take into account the spin and isospin variables.
The detailed investigation of actual nuclei will be done in other places. We shall see, however, that our collective coordinates would play an important role in the nuclear structure.
First we shall treat the nuclei of closed shells. Our vacuum corresponds to the state that the uppermost shell is filled. Since we shall consider only one kind of nucleons, doubly closed shell nuclei will be most suitable.
If the lowest excitation energy of our collective mode is far smaller than single particle excitation energy, our mode would have a physical meaning.
We could find the energy of collective mode solving the secular equation. Here we shall, however, follow the procedure similar to that used by Sawada. 4l Suppose that the coupling terms "'h (aa', fifi') are separable:
Though this assumption looks very strange at :first sight, it may not be so unreasonable to assume that for each L value the inter-particle potential could be expressed effectively as proportional to hL(r)hL(r') YLO(f) , where hL(r) is an appropriate function.
Let an excited state of J( be Ij/ with the eigenvalue E. The ground state is denoted by ?p~, its energy being Eo:
Since IJI is an excited state it can be expressed by the linear combination of A* lFo, A * A * lJf o and so on. The amplitude of A * ifJ~ in IJI can be found by computing
Thus we have the following equation,
where LlE=E-Eo. As the two-body interaction we take the delta type attractive force -4rrg o (x, x') and the oscillator type wa ve functions are chosen for the nuclear wave function for the sake of simplicity. The numerical constants g in the potential· and J) in the wave function are taken as the same as those used by Zeldes The result for L=2 shows that if the levels which lie above the closed levels are of the same parity and are close to the closed shells, our collective mode seems to be easy to occur, as it should be. Thus the nuclei in which the 1d 5 / 2 shell is filled and the 2s t /2 shell and the higher ones are not filled in the sense of the shell model are the favourable ones for the collective motion. For the nuclei in which * In this case, the dispersion relation has an imaginary root which means that our collective mode is a dissipative one. However, in this case our approximation in constructing the collective mode is not good and the terms in H] other than rIa are not negligible. Since the coupling term d/} VI; is not small compared with E('f.f-Ery" we should take other approximation method, e.g., strong coupling approximation. ** His curves are drawn for mass number A. We have reinterpreted them for neutron number N making a correspondence between N and A by the mass formula.
2d shell IS just closed or those in which 111 shell is just closed, our collective motion may easily occur, too.
This seems to be in accordance with the experimental information.
Next we shall consider the case in which the uppermost shell is partly filled. vVe denote this shell as ao. Since 
To diagonalize this Hamiltonian we perform the following canonical transformation:
The coefficients CUI (aa') are chosen so as to satisfy the following equations: 
If we approximate eLM as
The diagonalization of Xc(q, /» can be performed as was done in § 2. But, here the meaning of qLM (aa o ) or qLIff (aoa') should be understood as mentioned above. Therefore the energies of· normal modes would be different from those obtained before.
Due to the effect of external particles outside the closed shell the nucleus deforms into a stable shape according to this canonical transformation.
Thus the intrinsic shape of the nucleus would not be spherically symmetric even. in the ground state.
Here we discuss briefly the relation of our arguments to the theory of collective motion of Bohr. When we construct a linear combination of qLM (aa') where aL(aa') = j'fo:,* (r)fa(r) rL drlR/ we get the effective part of the deformation coordinates aLlff of Bohr's theory in our present approximation. Here N is the number of particles and Ro is a parameter characterizing the radius of the system.
Whether these deformation coordinates aLlfI are the good collective variables or not, or in other words, whether aLM are the -normal coordinates of Xc or not,.
depend on the value of the potential parameter 'V L (aa', P P') . Generally speaking, however, since VL (aa', Pfj!) would be small when energetically the states a and P' lie far apart from a' and P' respectively, the coupling between these far lying states would be small. In the simple case where only the particles in the top level of the Fermi sea are excited to the nearest possible excited state a' Bohr As can be seen from the formulation we have taken into account the coupling between pairs and particles or holes only partly in determining the collective coordinates. Moreover, our coordinates do not exactly satisfy the commutation relation of Bose particles. This fact as well as the omitted interaction should be taken into account when we want to calculate the higher order terms with respect to collective exdtation. Thus our approximation may be valid when the states in which more than two pairs are excited are not mixed into low lying levels with appreciable amplitudes.
In the case when the nearest possible a' level lies far higher than the other unoc-,cupied levels, excitation of two pairs into these levels would be another possible mode of excitation which would give lower level with given L than that of our ,collective modes. For some nuclei near magic one this situation would occur. The author should like to express his sincere gratitude to Prof. M. Kobayasi for his kind encouragement and to Prof. M. Nogami for his critical comment on the estimation of LiE.
